Introduction
When looking at what "information" means in the context of the Semantic Web, there is an interesting dichotomy [SMJ02, MHS07] : On one hand, there is ontology engineering where knowledge is being universally represented and reasoned about. On the other hand, there is data modeling where Semantic Web technology is used to store and process information that is mainly application-dependent. The former receives most of the attention of the research community, but one must not forget that, even in semantic work environments, one frequently encounters the latter: citations, contacts, product information, events, etc. In this chapter, we present the Editing Meta-Model which provides standards and techniques for implementing RDF editing: It defines an RDF vocabulary for editing and clearly specifies the semantics of this vocabulary. It also sketches user interface mechanisms to illustrate how the vocabulary would be used in practice. RDF has many existing standards that are more or less related to editing and presentation:
1. Schema: The RDF Schema Language RDFS [BG04] and the Web Ontology Language OWL [B + ] are schema 1 languages for describing the structure of data.
Presentation:
The Fresnel Display Vocabulary [BPKL06] helps with presenting the data. It declaratively specifies how RDF data should be formatted and laid out. This means that you can package both the data and instructions on how to display it in the same RDF graph.
3. Reversible embedding for publication: RDFa [AB06] extends XHTML so that RDF data can be embedded inside it. This means that the process of merging semi-structured data (XHTML) and structured data (RDF) for publication becomes reversible; tools become feasible that, when given a web address, can extract the data embedded in it, in a clearly defined, unambiguous way.
Querying:
The SPARQL query language [PS05] aids in flexible data retrieval and is used in advanced Fresnel applications.
5. Computed data: Not all information has to be explicitly stated, some of it can be derived from existing data. OWL inferencing is one mechanism for such derivation. More powerful, rule-based approaches are currently being standardized [Rul] for RDF.
EMM focuses on (1), (2) and (3). It is a reflection on how they can be used and extended to better support data modeling. Both OWL and Fresnel are lacking for this task: OWL is too complex for basic data editing, as stated by Hendler who advocates a simplified version of OWL called "OWL Mini" [Hen06] (which is currently work in progress). By its very nature, OWL does not support editing-specific views on RDF data: For a class of resources, such a view would specify what properties to edit (while ignoring the rest), how to display them and in what order. Fresnel has been created to complement OWL in this regard and calls editing-specific views lenses. But Fresnel is only concerned with displaying data and lacks several crucial features for editing. The EMM is a combination of subsets and extensions of existing standards and is split into three parts:
• Schema (Sect. 4): We specify a simple type system that is loosely based on OWL and provides everything that is needed for most data editing applications. We also introduce some constructs that OWL is missing.
• Presentation (Sect. 5): We restrict and extend Fresnel to suit our purposes. Some parts of Fresnel are too advanced for the current iteration of the EMM, some things are naturally missing, as Fresnel was never intended to support editing.
• Editing (Sect. 6): Data structures and algorithms that are necessary during the actual editing of data. We never edit the data directly, but change it in a three step process: First a lens is used to create a projection of the data to be edited. This projection is a tree-structured view on the data that reflects the definitions of the lens. Second, the user changes the data, rearranging the nodes of the projection as she pleases. Third, the projection is applied to the data: The changes encoded inside the projection are committed to the data.
In order to better illustrate how the EMM could be implemented, we also show in Sect. 3 what a graphical user interface for the EMM looks like. For this chapter, we assume familiarity with RDF. Knowledge about OWL and Fresnel is helpful, but we try to explain most of the basic ideas.
Overview of the Editing Meta-Model (EMM)
In this section, we explain some of the conventions we adhere to and give a brief overview of the EMM.
Conventions used in this chapter
The following markers are use to indicate how we extend or restrict existing standards.
[Ignored]
A feature of a standard is ignored, because it is not (nor will it ever be) useful for editing. [Future] We postpone implementing a feature, but it is likely that it is useful for editing. [Extension] A standard lacks a feature that we need. We thus have to define it ourselves.
Building blocks for data modeling in RDF
We try to shield the user from some of the complexities of RDF and never edit RDF data directly, but through an intermediate tree-structured view, a so-called projection.
A projection is built from a few basic pieces, it has its own data-building vocabulary, if you will. This vocabulary is reminiscent of object-oriented data modeling and knows of the following (partially overlapping) categories of RDF nodes:
• Records: Resources whose properties are seen as a set of (key,value) pairs.
• Assemblies: A sequence of RDF nodes, encoded as either an RDF collection or an RDF container.
• Atomic data: The leaves in the data tree. Literals are obviously atomic, but even with resources, we are not always interested in their properties, but rather in their nodes. An example is a URI node that is used as web site address.
• Compound data: all data that is not atomic (i. e., records and assemblies) is called compound.
• Enumerations: Enumerations are classes that explicitly enumerate all of their instances. OWL distinguishes between an enumerations of literals ("enumerated datatypes") and enumerations of resources ("enumerated classes"); we seldom make that distinction. Enumerations are always atomic data.
Who uses the EMM and how?
In this section, we look at the human stakeholders involved in editing. All of them come in contact with editing profiles. An editing profile is a collection of meta-data (such as OWL classes or Fresnel lenses) that supports editing a certain kind of data. The main roles in editing are:
• EMM implementor: whoever develops an RDF editor based on EMM.
• Profile author: creates an editing profile and is expected to know at least some RDF. Her activity is called meta-editing.
• End user: uses an editing profile and is not necessarily familiar with RDF. His activity is called data editing.
The profile author should have as much control of the editing process as possible. Thus, the end user sees as little or as much of the innards of RDF as the profile author decides. The EMM is partitioned into three layers: schema, presentation and editing. Except for projection (which is purely a programming language data structure) each of the constructs in the layers is defined by an RDF resource.
The main EMM constructs
The EMM has three layers: schema, presentation and projection ( Fig. 1 . The schema defines the structure of the data. The presentation both selects what data to display (it acts much like a database view this way) and how to display it (style information, if you will): The lens is the view, the format contains the style information and groups are a package mechanism for both lenses and formats. The editing layer uses projections to encode, visualize and apply changes to RDF data. Note that the projection is purely a programming language data structure, while all other constructs are defined in RDF.
3 The user interface: What will it all look like?
In this section, we want to give a feeling what the "finished product" should look like. There are established standards for editing record-based data, as embodied by database programs such as Microsoft Access or Filemaker. We want RDF editing to feel much the same way. We distinguish two kinds of editing: Meta-editing is performed by profile authors and requires at least limited knowledge of RDF. Normal editing is performed by the end user and should hide RDF peculiarities as much as possible. We will first take a look at normal editing.
Normal editing
The following scenarios require user interface answers:
• Creating new instances: How does the user create new data?
• Editing an instance: How does the user edit newly created or existing data?
• Batch editing: We want to give the user the opportunity to edit not only single instances, but also sets of instances. For example, if she wants to set a property of several instances to the same value.
Creating new instances
Figure 2: Creating a new instance.
When the user decides to create a new instance, she will usually know what kind of instance it should be. Thus we present her with a list of classes which comprises all instances of rdfs:Class (Fig. 3.1.1) . Obviously, it is the responsibility of the profile author to create these beforehand. We also give the opportunity to create untyped resources or to enter a type manually. In either case, the anchor of the instance will be a blank node, but the user can rename this blank node to a URI later (Sect. 7.5). Note that we currently do not support a new instance being a member of multiple classes. We consider this an advanced operation that could be implemented as adding more class memberships to an instance after instantiation. Whether to make this operation available to the end user or not and how is left to the EMM implementor.
Editing an instance
Instance editing happens either after the user has created a new instance or if he encounters existing data. One needs a lens in order to edit a resource, but EMM implementations may provide a default lens for editing any resource. As editing controls add considerable visual clutter to a user interface, we have two modes for accessing instances:
• In browsing mode (Fig. 3(a) ), data is read-only and can easily be copied. We simply display the currently selected resource. This is exactly what a web browser gives you when used with normal Fresnel.
• In editing mode (Fig. 3(b) ) we provide the usual editing controls such as text fields and combo boxes. One can change property values, remove properties and add new properties. This last operation brings up a list of predicates ( Fig. 3(c) ) from which the user can choose the one she wants to add. If the range of a property comprises several classes, we display the same predicate several times, each time with a different class.
The profile author may define constraints on the data, the main representative being cardinality constraints which state how often a given property must exist. Examples are: "there must be exactly one last name", "there must be at least one phone number". We allow these constraints to be violated at any time. For example, a new instance is always created empty, even if there are properties whose minimum cardinality is greater than 0. But we indicate violations with error messages.
Batch editing
Whereas in single-instance editing, one sees a lot of parsed data, batch editing usually starts out with a display that is mostly empty. On can then specify what property values are to be added and what properties are to be removed. The latter operation is an explicitly displayed "remove all" that can be mixed with the former operation. For example: Remove all first names from a set of resources and add the single first name "Joe" to all of them.
Meta-editing
Meta-editing refers to the profile author editing classes and lenses. For class editing (Fig. 4) , we display many properties as you would for instance editing. Two kinds of data associated with a class require special treatment, though: restrictions make more sense if they are inlined with the class, as they are the closest thing that owl has to declaring what properties a class contains. Lens editing with EMM is self-hosting: You can define a lens to edit lenses (Sect. 8.3).
Figure 4: Class editing. The identifier of the class is not shown in this figure, because it is the same as the currently selected node which is displayed in a user interface element that is external to this pane.
4 Schema: What is the structure of the data?
With the schema, the profile author defines the shape of the data: What properties can an instance have? What is the cardinality of a property? What values can it be assigned? And so on. The schema part of EMM is very directly related to RDF schema and OWL. For editing, we need a class-based approach (as opposed to the propertybased approach of RDFS) and we need to be able to find out the exact schema of a class. Thus we first define our own type system that is loosely based on (and vastly simpler than) OWL.
The basic type system constructs
Class definition in the EMM is schema-driven, like for a database or a programming language. That is, a class is defined as having a set of properties. 
Basic sets
The following sets are fundamental to our type system.
Node
The set of all RDF nodes Literal ⊂ Node RDF literals URI ⊂ Node RDF URI nodes Class Classes, a set of symbols whose meaning is defined via equations (see below) PDef Property definitions (as defined below)
A property definition p ∈ PDef is a triple (u, I, R) where u ∈ URI is the predicate, a URI. I ∈ N × (N ∪ {∞}) is the cardinality, an integer interval (whose upper bound may be unconstrained). R ⊂ Class is the range, a set of classes. The range is the intersection of these classes.
Defining classes
Basic class definitions: A class is originally defined either as a set of properties or as an enumeration (a set of instances).
(1) Defining properties A := props(p 1 , . . . , p n ), p i ∈ PDef (2) Enumerating instances A := enum e 1 , . . . , e n , e i ∈ Node Features: One assigns characteristics to classes by making them a member of special sets. Currently, there is one such set.
• Abstr ⊂ Class: the set of abstract classes.
Basic relations: Two binary relations further refine the class definitions.
• equiv ⊂ Class×Class: a symmetric, reflexive and transitive relation that marks classes as equivalent.
• subExpl ⊂ Class×Class: explicit subclassing; is neither reflexive nor transitive and ignores equivalence.
Derived relations: Two more binary relations are derived from the basic relations.
• subDir ⊂ Class × Class: extends subExpl so that each class receives the superclasses of all of its equivalent classes (in addition to its own superclasses). Equivalence is ignored when it comes to reflexivity and the relation is still not transitive.
• subTrans ⊂ Class × Class: Now we use equivalence to create the reflexive closure of subDir and construct the transitive closure.
We sometimes use the relation names as binary infix predicates or unary functions, with obvious semantics.
Type system operations
There are a few basic questions that the EMM needs to ask the type system it is based on, its interface to the type system, if you will. Each of the following subsections describes one type system operation. The following ideas need to be explained beforehand: There are two kinds of classes in RDF: explicit classes are attached to a resource, while implicit classes must be derived from the RDF node itself. (Potentially) implicit classes are subclasses of rdfs:Literal, rdf:List and subclasses (that all have the implicit instance rdf:nil) and enumeration classes (whose enumerated instances might not have a type). The following meta-variables are used in the definitions below: C, D ∈ Class single classes A ∈ Abstr abstract class S, T ⊂ Class class intersection (interpreted as the intersection of its elements) X either a set of classes or a single class n ∈ Node any kind of RDF node 4.2.1 Class subsumption and instance checking S incl D: Is a class intersection S a subclass of a class D?
Instance checking
n instof C: Is a node n an instance of a class C? Instance checking is the foundation for selectors (Sect. 5.2). For implicit classes, we need to decide if n is an instance, otherwise we extract the types of n and turn to class subsumption.
if C is an enumeration types(n) incl C otherwise Helper functions:
• dtype : Literal → Class determines the datatype of a literal.
• values : Class → 2
Node returns the elements of an enumeration.
• types : Node → 2 Class computes the explicit types of a node.
Default values for implicit classes
When we add a new property to an instance, we give it an initial value that depends on its range. For an explicit class, this is simply a blank node that we type with that class. For implicit classes, we need default instances. Examples:
• Literals: "0" for integers, "" for strings, now for time, etc.
• Collections: rdf:nil
• Enumerations: first member of enumeration.
The function dflt : Class → Node maps classes to default instances: rdf:List is mapped to rdf:nil, enumerations are mapped to the first enumeration member and literal classes are mapped to one of their instances. All other classes are mapped to ⊥.
Construction sets
A construction set answers the question how a given class intersection S can be instantiated. It contains two kinds of elements: instance(n) means that n is an instance of S, classes(T ) means that the class in T can be explicitly attached as types of a new blank node. In the former case, we need default values of classes, while in the latter case we have to consider abstract classes. Formally, the function constrs maps a type intersection S to a construction set:
Helper functions:
• addto adds a new element to a set of classes() elements. For example:
• concr computes the concrete subclasses of an abstract class.
Note that there can be at most one implicit class (first case above), otherwise the type intersection is not instantiable.
Schema derivation
The schema derivation function sch : Class → 2 PDef computes the schema for a given class. We define sch via simpler precursors called schDir (the direct schema) and schEquiv (the direct schema honoring equivalence).
Direct schema The direct schema function schDir for a class C returns those properties that have been directly assigned to C.
Equivalence schema The equivalence schema of each member of an equivalence class E is the union of the direct schemas of all members of E.
Schema honoring equivalence and subtyping Finally, the definition of sch starts with the equivalence schema and recursively combines it with the (complete) schema of all superclasses.
The override operation is defined as follows.
Intuitively: New properties are added monotonously in subclasses. Overriding properties can only restrict cardinality and range of overridden properties.
More implicit classes
RDFS and OWL can already distinguish some nodes via implicit classes: They match nodes not based on what types are attached, but on what the nature of the node is. Examples are rdfs:Literal for any kind of literal, xsd:integer for literals whose datatype is xsd:integer. A few classes are missing:
• emm:PlainLiteral matches any kind of plain literal (without a language tag).
• emm:TaggedLiteral matches any literal that has a language tag.
-Matching specific language tags: For example, lang:fr-CA 2 could be the class of all literals whose language tag is fr-CA.
• emm:UriNode matches all URI nodes. Sect. 8.3 shows it in action.
• A class for blank nodes does not seem useful.
Translation from and to OWL
As the EMM type system is far less powerful OWL, we do not have correspondances for all features of OWL. In this section, we explain what can be translated and how and what has to be ignored. Class descriptions:
• OWL class identifiers: correspond almost directly to EMM's class identifiers.
We only allow URIs in the range of rdf:type. OWL Lite additionally allows restrictions (which have blank node anchors). More powerful version of OWL allow any resource.
• OWL enumerated classes and enumerated datatypes: map directly to EMM enumerations.
• Type intersection: the defined class is the subclass of the intersection operands.
• Type union: the defined class is an abstract superclass of the union operands.
• Property restrictions: are EMM classes with one property definition.
-owl:allValuesFrom defines the range.
-Cardinality constraints define cardinality 2 The namespace lang would have to be defined.
-[Ignored] owl:someValuesFrom, owl:hasValue.
• [Future] We do not support owl:complementOf. In the future, class complements might be interesting for matching (but not for defining) classes.
Class axioms:
• rdfs:subClassOf corresponds to the relation subDir.
• owl:equivalentClass corresponds to the relation equiv.
• owl:disjointWith is assumed for all non-equivalent classes.
Global properties: are treated as if they were property definitions for all classes in their domain.
• Property classes: The type of a global property sometimes implies features such as cardinality.
-owl:FunctionalProperty: a property with cardinality 1.
-owl:ObjectProperty: There are only resources in the range.
-owl:DatatypeProperty: There are only literals in the range.
-[Future] owl:InverseFunctionalProperty defines a property whose value (which must be a resource) is globally unique. This might be useful for some applications such as unique IDs.
• Properties of global properties.
-rdfs:domain: defines the domain, multiple values mean that this property applies to each of the mentioned classes.
-rdfs:range: defines the range, multiple values mean type intersection.
-[Future] owl:inverseOf
Future schema features
Once we have associations (Sect. 11.1), we can sensibly support OWL's logical property characterizations owl:SymmetricProperty and owl:TransitiveProperty). The property axioms rdfs:subPropertyOf and owl:equivalentProperty can be used for inheriting property definitions and for more powerful selector matching (Sect. 5.2).
5 Presentation: Select, order and style the data to be edited
The schema is used for controlling the structure of the data. The presentation layer of the EMM takes care of displaying the (generally multi-dimensional) data on a twodimensional medium. The editing process happens as follows: The user selects one or more resources he wants to edit and then selects a lens to edit it with. A lens specifies which properties are shown and which ones are hidden. They thus provide the user with a limited view on the data, showing only those details that are relevant in the current situation. Lenses also define an order in which to display property values; a necessity The Fresnel abstract box model defines how elements of the RDF data are to be nested when laying them out. The EMM version of it has one property box per labelvalue pair. The section box is EMM-specific and groups data that is edited similarly (such as all record properties or all members of an assembly); see Sect. 6 for details.
for editing, because humans derive meaning from such ordering. Lastly, lenses specify via selectors what resources they can be applied to. Given a set of resources, we can thus automatically generate a list of applicable lenses for the user. In some situations, we also might automatically select the most appropriate lens for the user. This process is called conflict resolution and explained in Sect. 5.4.2. Lenses are supported by formats and groups. Formats contain more detailed information as to how to present the data: What widget to display it in, what font to use, etc. Format applicability is also specified via selectors, so they are somewhat independent of lenses even though they do not make any sense on their own. Groups define sets of lenses and formats that should be used in conjunction. As lens and format selection is constrained by the currently active group, groups determine the "look and feel" of the data. The active group is usually changed manually by the user, but automatic (temporary) changes also occur (see Sect. 5.3).
The presentation layer is almost completely based on Fresnel. The reader can thus consult the Fresnel manual [BLP] for further details.
The abstract box model: Laying out RDF data
For editing, we lay out RDF data as a tree: the root of this tree is the so-called container, a top-level display element such as a GUI window or a printed page that holds all of the data. Inside the container, there are RDF resources. Each resource contains itself properties and properties consist of a label and a value. This kind of tree is called the abstract box model (Fig. 5) in Fresnel 3 . It is sometimes referred to when defining layout and styling and determines some inheritance effects.
Selectors: Matching resources and properties
Selectors are the matching mechanism that is used by both lenses and formats to specify what instances (and/or properties) they apply to. Selectors are mostly implicit in Fresnel, but we found it helpful to reify them.
Resource selectors
Given a resource and a resource selector, we can determine whether the selector matches the resource or not. This is used to specify whether a lens or format applies to a resource or not. Resource selectors are either class selectors or instance selectors.
• Instance selectors: Match by looking at the anchor of a resource. Attached to lenses and formats via fresnel:instanceLensDomain and fresnel:instanceFormatDomain, respectively.
-SPARQL selectors: A SPARQL query defines what instances match a given selector. Not currently used in the EMM.
-FSL (Fresnel Selector Language [Pie] ) selectors: Not currently used in the EMM.
-Simple selector: Directly state the node of the applicable resource.
• Class selectors: Match by looking at the type of a resource. Attached to lenses and formats via fresnel:classLensDomain and fresnel:classFormatDomain, respectively. A class domain of rdfs:Resource matches any resource.
-Simple selector: Directly state the ID of the relevant class.
Property selectors
Property selectors are only used in formats, via the property fresnel:propertyFormatDomain.
There are two kinds of property selectors:
1. FSL selector: An FSL expression that returns properties. Not currently used in the EMM.
2. Simple selector: Directly state the predicate.
Selector specificity
The order in which we have listed the selectors above determines their specificity. That is, an instance selector is more specific than a class selector. When comparing two class selectors, whichever has a class that is a subclass of the other is considered more specific.
In situations where several lenses or formats apply, we have to decide which one to use. This process is called conflict resolution (Sect. 5.4.2) and selector specificity plays a big role in it. For example, if two lenses apply to a resource and one of them has an instance selector, while the other one has a class selector, then the former lens wins.
Groups: Context-specific containers for EMM constructs
Groups are a context-specific container for data such as lenses and formats. Below, we list all the responsibilities of a group. Some of them depend on the concept of the active group: At any time, the user can designate one group to be current. It then determines certain parameters for layout and styling. Whenever a property description "uses" a group (see below) in a lens, the group also changes temporarily, affording more control over what lenses and formats are used for the property value. There also is an implicit (and purely conceptual) global group that contains all data that can possibly be attached to a group. It is a superset of all groups, but also contains data that does not belong to any group. Whenever no group is active, we use the global group. A group specifies:
• Member lenses 4 .
• Member formats.
• Style information for containers, resources, properties, labels and values. This information is used to complement the same information that is stored in formats. So, in a way, a group is also a format.
• Additional content to be inserted before and/or after: resources, properties, labels and values. Again, this content is supplemental to similar format information.
• Primary classes: what classes are most important? Instances of non-primary classes are usually only displayed nested inside primary instances. See Sect. 7.2 for more information.
Lenses: Selecting trees of RDF data
A lens is a way for the profile author to state what part of the data she wants the end user to look at. Thus, a lens encodes what properties to edit and in what order to display them. A lens has the following attributes:
• selectors: what instances can this lens be used with (Sect. 5.2)?
• showProperties: a list of property descriptions (see below for details). Each property description defines how to display a single property. When laying out the property data, we honor the order in which the properties are listed here. There is also the pseudo-property fresnel:allProperties that can be placed anywhere in the list and that stands for all properties, even the ones we do not know about in advance. Lenses that do not show any properties are called atomic. They produce atomic projections (Sect. 6). Their main purpose is to provide schema information and atomic alternatives among sublenses (which are usually compound).
• hideProperties: set of URIs that tells us what properties should be ignored by fresnel:allProperties
• use: a format directly. Normally, formats function completely separate from lenses. This mechanism allows one to directly specify what format to use, without depending on a selector to match in a certain case.
• purpose: is like a tag that indicates additional roles of a lens. We currently support the following lens purposes:
-defaultLens: Whenever looking for a matching lens inside a group, we check lenses marked as default first.
-labelLens: When creating the display label of a resource (see Sect. 7.4), we also consider all matching label lenses of the active group.
A property description provides further information about a specific property. The RDF encoding of Fresnel has two variants for defining property descriptions: One either provides just the predicate or a blank node of type fresnel:PropertyDescription.
Then the predicate has to be provided as a property of that blank node, which can also hold the following information:
• use: a format or a group. In the case of a format, it works like the "use" property of a lens. In the case of a group, the given group temporarily becomes the active group. Thus, this group is responsible for all data we encounter from here on down in the tree that we project from the RDF data.
• sublenses: These are normal lenses that state their applicability via selectors. A lens can thus determine on a case-by-case basis how the data tree should continue underneath a property. For example, depending on the type of an object, we might either display just its URI or several of its properties.
If you want to see lens data encoded in RDF, take a look at Sect. 8.
Property descriptions for collections and containers
Fresnel uses the pseudo-predicate fresnel:member to denote "any collection and/or container predicate". One could use rdf:first and rdfs:member for this purpose, but fresnel:member is a clean way of saying that the object should be treated as an assembly without knowing beforehand if it will be a collection or a container; which one it is will be determined by looking at the RDF data. Alas, during editing, when we add a property whose range is an assembly, we need to know what empty structure to initialize the object with. Thus, we always disambiguate fresnel:member to emm:collectionMember or emm:containerMember. This happens according to the following rules.
• If there are lens selectors with a class name, we can examine the inheritance chain of that class to determine whether we have a collection lens, a container lens or both.
• Otherwise, there is no schema information to help us decide either way. If there are no additional properties, we assume an emm:collectionMember (as rdf: List properties cannot coexist with other properties). If there are additional properties, we assume a emm:containerMember.
• Remove all other properties if this is a collection lens. As mentioned above, this is due to the fact that collections do not have stable anchors. Sometimes they do not have their own anchor at all, if you consider rdf:nil an empty anchor.
Conflict resolution for lenses and formats
Whenever several lenses apply and the user does not choose one manually, we have to automatically determine which lens to use. This is done by finding out which lens is most specific. This depends on what group it is in and on the specificity of its selectors. The same algorithm applies to formats as well, with minor modifications, so we describe both algorithms here. We successively try the following options until we have a matching lens or format:
1. (Format-only: the format attached to a lens via fresnel:use.)
2. Active group:
(a) (Lens-only: default lens of a group, fresnel:purpose = fresnel:defaultLens.)
(b) The lens or format with the most specific (Sect. 5.2.3) matching selector in the active group.
3. Global group: we look at the lenses or formats in this group in the same order as above. Note that this means that we are actually looking at all lenses or formats.
Formats: Styling RDF data
Formats work in parallel with lenses to determine how the data stored in an RDF resource should be displayed. "How" means: What widget should be used to display the data? What text style should it be displayed in? Should there be additional text appended before and after the data? Formats have the following categories of parameters (see also table 1).
• Selectors: Formats can be applied to both resources and properties, but some format mechanisms are specific to either resources or properties. Thus, the selectors of a format are in general a mix of resource and property selectors.
• Label configuration: Two things can be specified in standard Fresnel. First, whether the label should be shown at all. Second, whether a fixed text should be displayed as the label instead of the predicate.
• Styles: apply to elements in the abstract box model, namely resources, properties, labels and values. Styles depend on the HTML-specific Cascading Stylesheets standard and are currently ignored in the EMM.
• Value display hint: What widget should be used for editing a property value? For example, even if the value is a URI node, it still might make sense to let the end user edit it inside a text field.
• Additional content: Specify text that should be prepended or appended to the content of resources, properties, labels or values. For example, one might want to start and end a list with square brackets and to separate the list elements with commas. Table 1 illustrates format inheritance. It works along the projection tree: The group is seen as the root which contains nested compound projections that hold property projections which in turn contain either compound or atomic projections. Inside this tree, we compute a merged format for each projection: each format parameter is considered separately and more specific values override less specific ones. For example: If the fresnel:labelFormat is specified in both the group and the property, the property wins. In the table, each parameter has its own row. An circle indicates that the value can be specified, a filled circle indicates where the parameter is actually used. Entries to the right are more specific than entries to the left. After merging, we do not inherit the merged version (which would propagate values further down the tree than we would like), but the parameters as they have been originally specified. [Extension] In constrast to Fresnel, compound projections (and not just groups) are allowed to specify property, label and value parameters. This is especially useful for text generation, e. g. when a resource-specific separator between properties is desired.
Inheritance of format parameters

Format parameter Group Compound Property
fresnel:label • fresnel:value • fresnel:resourceFormat • • fresnel:propertyFormat • • • fresnel:labelFormat • • • fresnel:valueFormat • • • fresnel:containerStyle • fresnel:resourceStyle • • fresnel:propertyStyle • • • fresnel:labelStyle • • • fresnel:valueStyle • • •
Additional content: Adding text
Additional content is specified for resources, properties, labels and values as fresnel:
contentBefore, fresnel:contentAfter, fresnel:contentFirst, fresnel:
contentLast and fresnel:contentNoValue. An atomic lens is only considered a value, not a resource. Additional content serves two purposes. First, it can be used to add text data to the display boxes (Fig. 5) . With "no value", the content is the box, while, with the other positions, it is placed before or after the box. In a sequence of boxes, the last fresnel:contentAfter is overridden by fresnel: contentLast (if it is there). Similarly, fresnel:contentFirst overrides the first fresnel:contentBefore. Note that each section has its own sequence of properties. When it comes to first and last values (and labels), we also start counting inside the section box and not inside the property box (the box model is shown in Fig. 5) .
Second, additional content is also used to translate a resource to text. If no additional content has been specified, a resource is translated to a sequence of values and labels without any space or separator. As this is undesirable, because it is hard to read, we supply a default that inserts an equal sign after the label and a space after the value. Sect. 8.4 gives an example of an additional content specification.
5.
emm:textWidget Table 3 ).
Widget hints (Table 2 ) determine the widget that should be used for displaying the information: For example, should a URI be displayed as a hyperlink or as the image it points to?
• emm:textWidget: Make the node (be it a literal or a URI) editable via a text field.
• emm:nodeWidget: Treat the resource as a reference to a node: display it and make it possible to jump to it.
• emm:comboBox: always display all instances of a class, whether they are explicitly defined via an enumerated class or datatype or whether they have to be collected via a query.
• fresnel:externalLink: The literal or resource refers to an internet location. It should be displayed as a hyperlink that, when clicked on, goes to that location in a web browser.
• fresnel:image: Like above, treat the literal or resource as an internet address, but display whatever resides there as an image.
• Compound widgets: have no hints, because they are always displayed with the same widget.
Hint modifiers (Table 3) help with configuring some of the widgets: For example, should a text field display the "raw" URI or a qname? Hint modifiers for resources and literals are disjunct.
• Resources: fresnel:uri displays a resource as its raw URI, without a namespace prefix; emm:parsable uses a namespace prefix if possible; emm:default uses (unparsable) "prettier" display aids such as a label or a label lens. 
Editing: Specifying and applying changes via projections
In this section, we would like to talk about what data structures are necessary to hold the data during editing. It turns out that there are many things one has to consider so that editing RDF works as one would expect in a database-like application. Editing is a process that comprises three steps: First, the user picks a resource he would like to display. Second, an applicable lens is chosen, either automatically or manually by the user. Third, This lens is used to project the resource, producing, as a result, a projection. A projection contains the data of the resource, but in a format that mirrors the structure of the lens. Compared to traditional parsing, the lens can be considered the grammar and the projection the abstract syntax tree. Similarly, the projection will reflect how deeply a lens is nested and will always be a tree. The inner nodes of this tree are compound projections, the leaves are atomic projections. Fourth and last, after the user has finished editing the projection, it plays its second role: the changes it contains are written back to the resource; the projection is applied to the resource. This is the basic scenario for using a projection. When designing the data structure, we also have to consider that a projection has to work in batch mode (one should be able to apply the encoded changes to several resources at once). And it should be as self-contained as possible, so that in a client-server setting, it is enough to send the projection to the client, without the need to include schema and presentation information. Lastly, lenses also can be used for translating a resource to a text string (Sect. 5.5.2). For example, to generate a labels for a whole class of resources. It turns out that this task is easier to perform if one takes the intermediate step of creating a projection. Fig. 6 shows how the box model from Fig. 5 is represented as a data structure: The root of a projection tree is always a compound projection, it holds sections that contain data that is edited in a similar way. For example, a projection of a resource could have two sections: one for container (rdf:Seq) data, one for normal properties. That is, it is both an assembly and a record. One can assign a section title, in the showProperties list of a lens, by putting a literal in front of the property description that starts the section. The projection classes have the following purposes:
• NodeProjection: is either compound or atomic. In both cases it contains a format and stores the value of the projected node before editing and its current value. Note that all tree associations such as sections and object are bidirectional which allows us to go up in the tree. This is used for cycle detection and to share formats.
• AtomicProjection: To minimize dependencies on schema and presentation data, we store the enumeration members with atomic projections that need them for editing (e. g., when they are displayed as a combo box widget).
• CompoundProjection: The lens is needed for adding new properties (whose objects must be projected from sublenses). The class is needed for adding a type to a newly created projection. To create atomic new properties, we need the property range and use the class as a fallback if there are no sublenses. Class and lens are both stored as resource, so that the projection does not have a dependency on schema or presentation data. Compound projections usually contain at least one section.
• Section: holds information that is related to the projected resource. Here we explain the assembly and the record section.
• AssemblySection: contains the elements of an ordered multi-set as encoded in an rdf:List or an rdf:Seq.
• RecordSection: contains normal property values.
The following sections explain how the projection data structure is actually used.
Creating a projection
Projecting a lens Creating a projection means that we get a set of triples (all the properties of a resource) and translate them to a CompoundProjection. To do that, we initially create an empty CompoundProjection instance and then iterate over all property descriptions in the lens. If the section that we have last added to the projection is what the property description needs, we let it add its data (as extracted from the triples) to the section. If not, we create a section for the property description. Note that, even if the property description does not match any triples, we still need to create a section, because the section knows how to create new fields inside itself. To put it differently: We would otherwise not be able to "instantiate" those property descriptions that initially did not match any RDF content. Sections are later displayed as user interface elements for adding new properties. Whether a lens is atomic (contains no properties) or compound determines whether it projects an atomic projection (a leaf) or a compound projection (an inner node). To recurse into a property value, we need to find a matching sublens. A sublens might have several selectors. The (most specific) matching selector is crucial, because it determines the value of the class attribute of the CompoundProjection. While we usually ignore property values that do not match any sublens, we are more tolerant if there is only one collection sublens, because collections are often untyped.
Adding schema information The class information in a projection is needed as a fallback, when the lens does not have enough information. For example, when adding a new atomic property, we need that property's range so that we can provide a good default value. This range can be encoded as an atomic lens. If it is not, we use the schema. But what is the class of a projection? We actually have two options. In both cases, the matching selector is important, the selector that was the reason that we picked a certain lens and not another one.
• Use the static schema: Access the schema information of the matching selector (that usually contains a class).
• Use the dynamic schema: Access the schema information of the resource we have projected. Here, we are interested in what type of the resource matched the selector.
For simplicity's sake, we currently use the static schema.
Projecting a format So far, we have not explained how the format value of a projection is created. Table 1 shows how the format is created parameter by parameter:
In each line, a filled circle indicates where the parameter value is stored, empty circles show that the value determines other values to the right unless it is overriden. An example: The value of fresnel:propertyFormat is stored in a property projection and a combination of the values from the group, the compound and the property format: If the parameter is specified in the property format, it is used, if not, we look at the compound projection and the currently active group. In addition to that, we also track the position of the projection and consolidate the additional content parameters (Sect. 5.5.2): fresnel:contentFirst and fresnel:contentLast only have an effect for the first and last element, where they override fresnel:contentBefore and fresnel: contentAfter. Thus, we only keep these latter two parameters and change them during merging as appropriate. Note that finding the format before the merging involves selector matching and conflict resolution (see Sect. 5.4.2). The merged format that is stored in the projection is the result of merging the unmerged formats of the ancestors in the projection tree. Otherwise, formats would be propagated to far down the projection tree. 
Editing a projection 6.2.1 Displaying the projection
We suggest that implementors of the EMM use two display modes (Table 4) : In editing mode, the user has the typical widgets for changing data such as text fields and combo boxes. In browsing mode, we only show read-only text and make that text easy to copy. We are thus operating like a standard Fresnel application.
Adding a property
Providing the user with a good user experience when it comes to adding a property is surprisingly complex. Part of the problem is that we need to solve this problem in a generic way and consider all possible options:
• Predicate: What properties do we present the user with? What do we do if we have the pseudo-predicate fresnel:allProperties? What if the user wants to manually enter a predicate?
• Object: How does the user specify an object? Should she choose an existing node or create a new one? In the latter case, what type should it have? What if the object is a literal or an enumeration? Should she enter a value right away or do we provide a default and let her change that default later? How can we make sure that we always present an exhaustive list of options for the object?
For solving this problem, one obviously has several options. We explain one of them in more detail: We ask the user for how to create the predicate and the object at the same time, instead of first letting him pick a predicate and then providing him with options for the object (in a more wizard-style fashion). All variations of this (object, predicate) query are encoded as so-called property choices which take the following forms. Property choices have to be created alongside the projection. They are a projection-specific list of all possibilities for adding a new property. Naturally, the end user will never see their structure, but rather a human-readable label.
• typeset(predicate, mode, set of resource): Given a set of types, we either let the user pick an appropriately typed node or instantiate one for him. mode = choose: filter the choices by the given set of types. As an extended option, the user can manually enter a URI. mode = instantiate: create a new blank node that has the specified types. The user can later rename it to a URI if she wishes so.
• constant(predicate, node): In the case of literals and enumerations, there is no real difference between choosing and instantiating. We give the property a default value that can later be changed.
• enterPredicate(choices): When we let the user enter a predicate, we do have a two-step process: First she enters a predicate, then she decides what to do about the object. We encode the latter step as property choices with an empty predicate.
Property choices can be seen as instructions for creating new (default) data. The user makes his choice, the projection is extended, then possibly edited and applied. The algorithm for creating the field choices is as follows. Creating the choices happens directly after creating the projection and is driven by property descriptions. That is, each property description produces a set of field choices. Obviously, their predicate is the predicate of the property description. What kind of choice it is, depends on the range of the property. We compute the construction set for the range (Sect. 4.2.4) and translate instance elements to constants and classes elements to typesets. For example, a literal class will produce a constant (say, the empty string for xsd:string or 0 for xsd:integer) and an abstract superclass will produce one typset choice for each of its subclasses. Normally, we turn the selectors of the sublenses into a set (union) of property ranges. Each class selector is one property range, instance selectors are directly turned into constants. If there are no sublenses, we use the schema to determine the range. If there is not even a schema, we assign two default field choices: one for creating an empty literal, one for choosing any RDF resource. The mode of the choices depends on whether or not a sublens is atomic. Atomic sublenses always produce atomic projections whose structure is not visible, thus choosing existing instances is the only meaningful operation. For compound sublenses, we always instantiate a new projection, but the user can later swap the new instance for an existing one.
Applying the projection: changing the data
The user always changes the projection and not directly the data. To actually perform the changes, she applies the projection. Before we can fully describe the application algorithm, we first have to explain another mode of projection application: Whereas until now, we have only talked about editing one resource at a time, batch editing is about editing several resources at once. There are three kinds of manipulation operations that can be encoded in a projection: adding new data, removing existing data and changing existing data. Each of these operations faces new challenges with batch editing. Adding an atomic property value, such as a literal, to a set of resources is straightforward, but if the property value is compound, we have to create a new instance for each resource. This kind of manipulation is encoded in a compound projection as the node being null. For removing data from a single resource, we are working with a definite set of data, so there are no problems. For multiple resources, we want to be able to remove both all properties with a given predicate and one certain predicate-object combination from all resources. But finding out which predicate-object combinations are the same in several resources is complex, especially if nested compound projections are involved. So, while the combined projection of multiple resources could provide a summary, we opted for a simpler solution: it is initially empty, but one can add explicit remove operations that affect the complete subtrees that would have been shown in a single projection. Removing a specific predicate-object combination only works for single resources. Note that for both addition and removal, batch editing forced us to introduce non-specific operations in addition to directly specified RDF. If you look at Fig. 6 , you see that the removed data is kept in or below the sections: the assembly section has a separate attribute for removed elements, the record section stores removed properties in the property projection. The change operation can be seen as a combination of addition and removal, but this viewpoint mainly appears later in the algorithm; initially, it is a distinct operation. When one changes a compound projection, the anchor does not change 5 . But changing an atomic projection, we have to first remove the old property and then add the new property. Thus, we store both the old and the new node with an atomic projection.
Application result: what to remove, add and keep The application algorithm itself produces three sets of triples: triples to remove, triples to add and unchanged triples. A few examples: null nodes cause a new blank node to be created for each invocation. An atomic projection with an old node and a new node produces one triple to be removed (with the old node) and one triple to be added (with the new node). To remove a projection (for example, when handling the "removed" data in an assembly section or a property projection), we compute the triples for the subtree, ignore the triples to be added and move the unchanged triples to the triples to be removed. Similarly, copying a projection means that we use the union of the removed and unchanged triples. We also offer a "duplication" operation which means that we have to post-process the union of removed and unchanged triples and swap each existing blank node to a fresh one.
Parsed versus created data A projection is always a mix of data that has been newly created by the user and data that has been parsed from RDF. The most frequent case is that a parsed compound projection contains new data. But projection-only data can also contain RDF data if the user chooses to add a reference to an existing resource. The "old node" attribute of a node projection indicates whether a projection is parsed or created: if it is null, then the data does not exist in RDF.
Adding and removing types Compound lenses always make their class the type of newly created data. For removal, they have to find all equivalent types or subtypes of the class and remove them. This is due to our decision to use the static instead of the dynamic type (Sect. 6.1).
Editing collections Collections are the only compound data structure where the anchor can change. As a consequence, if there is a collection section in a compound projection, there can be no record or container sections. Furthermore, we need the parent projection whenever the anchor changes to that we can set the parent property to the new value. Lastly, we add a type if the anchor changes from rdf:nil to a blank node and remove it if it changes from a blank node to rdf:nil.
Additional editing mechanisms
In this section, we look at additional topics that are relevant for editing: How does one handle qualified names? How are resources labeled? How do we best implement thin frontends (as in a typical web setting, where the server is a fat backend and the client is a thin frontend)?
RDFa: Reversibly embedding RDF in HTML
We have now seen that, via a combination of lenses and wiki pages, it is easy to merge structured RDF data and semi-structured wiki pages to publish content. The only problem after publication is that the structured data is lost in the process; one cannot usually undo the merging to get back the original RDF information. Compare this to the many lists of contacts or dates available on the web that are hard to import into address books or calendars. Help comes in the form of an (X)HTML extension called RDFa [AB06] . It defines a small set of attributes that remain mostly hidden inside the HTML, but whose values allow one to extract the RDF triples that were used to generate the HTML in the first place.
In the following example (which is taken from [Wik] ), relatively free text is marked up with RDFa:
<p xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" about="http://www.example.com/books/wikinomics"> In his latest book <em property="dc:title">Wikinomics</em>, <span property="dc:author">Don Tapscott</span> explains deep changes in technology, demographics and business. The book is due to be published in <span property="dc:date" content="2006-10-01">October 2006</span>. </p> All RDFa-specific parts are underlined: we initially define the namespace prefix dc 6 for the URI http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/. Then we say that the paragraph is about the resource http://www.example.com/books/wikinomics, meaning that the properties we are about to define should be attached to it. Then we define the dc:title and dc:author of that book. For the date, we use an RDFa mechanism that lets us display October 2006 to the user, but store 2006-10-01 in RDF. Note that even though we discard the former, it is still semantically marked up as the value of property dc:date. Thus, the following three triples have been embedded in the HTML fragment and can be easily extracted:
http://www.example.com/books/wikinomics dc:title "Wikinomics" ; dc:author "Don Tapscott" ; dc:date "2006-10-01" .
There are tools such as bookmarklets [rdf] available with which it is easy to extract the RDF from RDFa-enriched web sites.
Designating primary classes
Not all available classes are equally interesting. This is why profile authors can designate more important classes as primary. As a partial solution to the second problem, we regard qnames as a purely presentational mechanism and internally always use complete URIs. This solves internal disambiguities, but might still might make explicit disambiguation necessary whenever the user enters a qname. Fresnel mentions qnames as having to be defined per group, but does not (to our knowledge) specify what vocabulary or mechanism should be used for doing so.
Labeling resources
There are several ways of turning a resource node into a label (a human readable text string). The following list is in order of preference. That is, if the first solution works, we use it, otherwise we try the next one, etc.
1. Use an rdfs:label that is attached to the resource.
2. Find a matching lens whose purpose is fresnel:labelLens. See below for an example of a label lens.
3. Editors can define a specialized lens for labels, the so-called default label lens.
If no other lens matches, this lens is used, without checking its selectors. Note that the label will be displayed, but could be hidden with the right format. Label lenses are always turned into single lines of text, unless one explicitly inserts line breaks. Additional content (Sect. 5.5.2) can be used to further refine the label text.
Editor support for common editing patterns
Creating an editing profile To have editing capabilities as quickly as possible, a natural focus is on a lens. One can specify all necessary schema information inside the lens, but for atomic property values using atomic lenses is a bit clumsy and it is better to make this information available to all lenses via a schema definition. Thus, creating an editing profile will start with the schema information. Then, an editor should translate a class definition to a lens whose show property list contains all of a class's properties (including inherited ones). Turning one of the directly mentioned predicates into a property description should be a standard operation. Sometimes, the instance data is there before the schema. In this case, there should be an operation for translating a set of instances (so that one can be sure that all properties appear) into a skeleton schema.
Using the editing profile Especially with nested resources, it is very useful to just take an existing resource and duplicate it. An EMM projection is very helpful, because it clearly defines the boundaries of nested resources and duplication is a standard EMM operation. A complementary command is to rename a resource: Sometimes a blank node should be made public, turned into a URI node. Or an existing URI has to be changed. Sometimes one might even want to revise the decision to assign a URI to a node and turn it back into a blank node. In all these cases, a renaming command is useful. Renaming a resource r to a resource s means: wherever r appears as subject, predicate or object in a triple, it has to be replaced with s.
Thin frontends
With the popularity of Ajax-based [Gar05] web applications, we suddenly have a completely different landscape in which to program. The server acts mainly as a data source and provides a service-oriented API. The client is where the complete user interface is located. It only intermittently invokes the server API. For RDF editing, one has two architectural choices: Either one implements a complete client-side RDF database in Javascript and synchronizes with the server. Or the server handles most of the data manipulation and the client only hosts a very shallow frontend layer. The former approach is probably the most elegant in the long term, but it also makes high demands on client resources and that might be undesirable. The latter approach enables us to reuse existing server-side frameworks (often implemented in Java), with minimal adaptation. And it is actually quite well supported by the EMM separation of projection editing and application. We have implemented our Ajax prototype as a thin frontend and have encountered three challenges while doing so:
• Labeling resources: is quite complicated and should not be performed in the frontend. Thus, we have implemented a generic mechanism that comes into play whenever the server returns a compound data structure that contains RDF resource data (projections are one example). The mechanism extracts this resource data from the data structure, uses it to create a mapping from resource to label and attaches this mapping to the data structure. The client can now use the mapping to display all resources properly, without knowing anything about the details of labeling.
• Transmitting projections: If we want to minimize traffic between backend and frontend, projection data should be as small as possible. We therefore do not transmit schema or lens data with a projection, only resources that can be used for looking them up when the projection comes back to the server later on.
• Adding properties: The only time we need schema and lens information is when we add new properties. But that process can again be delegated to the backend, which has been made possible by reifying all possible choices as a data structure (Sect. 6.2.2). After the end user has made a choice, it is left to the backend to change the projection and retransmit it in its entirety.
Examples
The following examples are written in the RDF syntax Turtle [Bec] .
Bookmarks
In order to support a hypothetical vocabulary for bookmarks, one would first define the appropriate schema, an OWL class. We assume that the prefix bookmark has been appropriately defined. Then, one creates a lens that says that the name of this bookmark should always be displayed first, before its location. This lens for classes demonstrates three new features we have not introduced so far (underlined above): First, the lens domain is defined by a new class of resource, an emm:ClassSelector. It also explicitly rejects instances of owl:Restriction. This is necessary, because we want to handle restrictions later, but they are a subclass of rdfs:Class. We are still experimenting with this feature, its semantics are not yet fully clear. Second, there are two section headings, "Restrictions" and "Global Properties". These headings are different from additional content, because they actually start a new section with the consequence that restrictions are added separately from other class properties. Lastly, emm:globalProperties introduces a special class-specific section. This section collects all global properties whose domains match the anchor of the current projection. In the user interface, we allow the user to jump to them, but not to edit them (there is a separate lens that serves this purpose).
A lens for lenses
The following RDF defines a lens that can be used for editing lenses. We have given the second underlined sublens the more general class lens domain emm: UriNode. This means that-as a last, catch-all case-we accept any URI node as a collection element. A lens domain of rdfs:Property would have been more elegant, but then we can only refer to properties that have an explicit type in the RDF repository.
Additional content
We demonstrate how a lens can be used to translate a resource to text with the following lens. We are using the EMM in the generic RDF editor HYENA that is extended via plugins to support various RDF vocabularies. The EMM implementation is one such plugin, another one is a small wiki engine. HYENA has two frontends. It can be run as an Eclipse plugin or as an Ajax-based web application. Fig. 9 shows the Eclipse frontend. The resource we are currently editing is a blog entry for which we have defined a lens. Afterwards, we embed all blog entries via a query into a wiki page that defines a homepage (Fig. 9) . That same homepage can also be displayed on the web (Fig. 9) . For further details on the lens-wiki integration in HYENA, consult [Rau07] . 
Related work
Protégé Protégé is an ontology editor that has been around for quite some time. In terms of visualization, Protégé comes with a set of plugins that allow several visualization styles. By default, a generic form-based class/instance editor is used. Other plugins provide graph views. It is possible to create own Java-based components that can visualize/edit individual classes and instances. Concerning data models, Protégé traditionally comes with its own frame-based ontology model. Via a plugin, the socalled RDF backend [NSD + 01], RDFS support is implemented by mapping the frame model of Protégé to RDF(S) on project load and save. However, the mapping is not perfect: Instances of multiple classes can not be handled or created; domain and range of properties is disjunctive, not conjunctive; RDF Schema is treated as restrictions. More recently, an OWL plugin has been written [HKM04] , replacing most of the software's internals, and not relying on the frame-based ontology model. The class hierarchy and consistency is checked using an external OWL inference engine such as Racer or Pellet.
Haystack [QHK03] consists of several semantic web-enabled integrated applications and partly implements what nowadays is called the Semantic Desktop. It uses Adenine, a programming language that can be serialized into RDF, for assisting Java code when creating user interfaces.
DBin [TMN06] allows to create discussion groups, letting users annotate arbitrary subjects. Data is stored decentralized, DBin servers are used as a lookup service. For creating and viewing information, DBin uses so-called Brainlets that are written in XML, describing class-specific views.
Annotation Profiles [PEN06] share much of the same goals that we have with the EMM. But they have a slightly different focus: We came from generic RDF editing and wanted to make it more end-user friendly for common tasks, while honoring RDF standards as much as possible. Annotation profiles, on the other hand, started as a custom RDF editing application for electronic portfolio management. They have become a universal editing framework with a style reminiscent of smart forms.
Efforts to extend/modify RDFS Several groups identified the complexity and the comparatively non-intuitiveness of OWL and work on modified versions of RDFS. Basically, these efforts define a set of useful features such as functional properties or cardinality constraints, and deprecate a number of RDF features that are difficult to handle (blank nodes, sequences, bags). Implicitly, the RDF extensions the Protégé RDF backend uses for representing Protégé-specific language extensions are such an extension. Other efforts, such as NRL [SvESH07] , also handling named graph semantics, are under way.
Future research
This section is relatively loose brainstorming about what features make sense for future versions and extensions of the EMM.
Associations
Associations bring us even closer to object-oriented data modeling. They are an answer to the observation that some RDF properties belong quite tightly to a resource, while others are more like relations between resources. Data-modeling-wise, associations are the first time that transitivity makes sense. For associations, we have to examine how to mark properties as having a more relational nature. Cardinality ideas can be borrowed from OWL, but OWL does not have the means to declare n-to-m relations. As this feature is orthogonal to lenses, we probably have to introduce a new concept at the presentation layer, as well.
Using UML for meta-editing
Visual representation of schema information caters to a different area of human cognition and is especially helpful when communicating with non-experts. As our style of data-modeling is almost object-oriented, the unified modeling language UML [BRJ99] is a logical choice. It has served use well internally for quickly sketching schema ideas and is an even better fit after we have extended the EMM with associations. For UML, we have to explore conventions, related work and how formally we want to progress, while maintaining maximum usability.
Schema
Computed properties We have to evaluate to what extent we want to support property values that have not been explicitly asserted. For example: counters, subtotals, inverse properties (owl:inverseOf). Potential solutions are inferencing, rule-based and imperative languages.
Data validation
One should be able to do some light-weight data validation, for example via regular expressions. Then the question arises whether to support this at the presentation level or whether one should define a new datatype for this.
Defaults Especially when the cardinality of a property is greater than zero, the profile author can support the end user by providing properties. We see two main approaches: Provide complete prototypes for a class. Or specify default values per property.
Meta-modeling OWL has a rich vocabulary for annotating, versioning and composing ontologies. Many of those constructs seem applicable to data modeling and should probably be included in the EMM.
Presentation
Advanced fresnel features Fresnel has extended vocabularies with many useful features that should be considered for an advanced version of the Editing Meta-Model. The extended lens vocabulary includes lens inheritance, the extended format vocabulary supports different output media. It is less clear how useful the fresnel selector language [Pie] is for editing, but the added flexibility for defining lenses is worthy of more exploration. Lastly, we have to evaluate how to best support styling, especially in a GUI setting.
Medium-specific additional content In current Fresnel, the data provided via fresnel: labelFormat is sometimes HTML-specific. In the future, there should be a way of separating medium-specific text from medium-independent text.
User-defined labels Sometimes, several instances of the same property should have individual labels. For example, if the phone numbers of contact information are all stored in a single property, the user will still want to assign different labels to them ("home", "work", etc.). RDF reification should probably be used for this purpose, together with label defaults that need to be specified somewhere.
Editing
Sharing data Sharing the data held in a projection section is currently not handled well. For example, if one uses the same address twice, removing it once will remove all of its data, leaving the second property with just an empty anchor. The current default is that atomic projections can be shared, compound projections are not shared. As a solution, we need the means to specify which nested data might be shared. Then we can warn about removing data to which another property still has a "reference" to.
Help texts For some applications, the profile author will want to guide the end user through the editing process via comments and examples. We will have to evaluate what vocabulary is adequate; rdfs:comment is one of several candidates.
Data refactoring Many schema-changing refactoring operations from programming languages make sense in a data-editing scenario and then additionally necessitate batch manipulation of presentation and instance data. Examples include: renaming a property or moving a property from a class to a superclass.
12 Conclusion
